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ABSTRACT

With the advent of the space missions CoRoT and Kepler, it has recently become feasible to determine precise asteroseismic masses and relative
ages for large samples of red giant stars. We present the CoRoGEE dataset, obtained from CoRoT light curves for 606 red giants in two fields of
the Galactic disc that have been co-observed by the Apache Point Observatory Galactic Evolution Experiment (APOGEE). We used the Bayesian
parameter estimation code PARAM to calculate distances, extinctions, masses, and ages for these stars in a homogeneous analysis, resulting in
relative statistical uncertainties of .2% in distance, ∼4% in radius, ∼9% in mass and ∼25% in age. We also assessed systematic age uncertainties
stemming from different input physics and mass loss. We discuss the correlation between ages and chemical abundance patterns of field stars
over a broad radial range of the Milky Way disc (5 kpc < RGal < 14 kpc), focussing on the [α/Fe]-[Fe/H]-age plane in five radial bins of the
Galactic disc. We find an overall agreement with the expectations of pure chemical-evolution models computed before the present data were
available, especially for the outer regions. However, our data also indicate that a significant fraction of stars now observed near and beyond the
solar neighbourhood migrated from inner regions. Mock CoRoGEE observations of a chemodynamical Milky Way disc model indicate that the
number of high-metallicity stars in the outer disc is too high to be accounted for even by the strong radial mixing present in the model. The mock
observations also show that the age distribution of the [α/Fe]-enhanced sequence in the CoRoGEE inner-disc field is much broader than expected
from a combination of radial mixing and observational errors. We suggest that a thick-disc/bulge component that formed stars for more than 3 Gyr
may account for these discrepancies. Our results are subject to future improvements due to (a) the still low statistics, because our sample had to
be sliced into bins of Galactocentric distances and ages; (b) large uncertainties in proper motions (and therefore guiding radii); and (c) corrections
to the asteroseismic mass-scaling relation. The situation will improve not only upon the upcoming Gaia data releases, but also with the foreseen
increase in the number of stars with both seismic and spectroscopic information.
Key words. asteroseismology – stars: fundamental parameters – Galaxy: abundances – Galaxy: disk – Galaxy: evolution

1. Introduction
To reconstruct the formation history of the Milky Way, one
would ideally like to obtain precise and unbiased ages for thousands or millions of stars in all parts of our Galaxy. To date, this
goal is still far beyond reach, at least until astrometric parallaxes
from the Gaia satellite (Perryman et al. 2001) and asteroseismic
data from K2 (Howell et al. 2014) and PLATO 2.0 (Rauer et al.
2014) will become available.
A common work-around for this problem is to use relative
“chemical clocks” provided by element abundance ratios (Pagel
1997; Matteucci 2001): each star carries in its atmosphere the
enrichment history of the gas from which it was formed, only
minimally polluted by its own stellar evolution, and accessible through spectroscopy. By combining this wealth of information with kinematic properties of stellar populations in different Galactic environments, we can systematically unravel the
importance of the various physical processes that led to the
?
The data described in Table B.1 are only available at the CDS via
anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via
http://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/qcat?J/A+A/597/A30

formation of the Milky Way as we see it today (“Galactic archaeology”; Freeman & Bland-Hawthorn 2002; Turon et al. 2008).
Still, age determinations provide crucial constraints on several astrophysical processes: For example, the ages of old halo
stars can be used as a lower limit for the age of the Universe (Hill et al. 2002). The Galactic age-metallicity relation
(e.g. Twarog 1980; Edvardsson et al. 1993; Ng & Bertelli 1998),
the star-formation history (Gilmore 1999) or the evolution of
abundance gradients (e.g. Carraro et al. 1998; Chen et al. 2003)
are essential tools for understanding the evolution of our Milky
Way.
During the past ten years, ever more sophisticated chemodynamical models of Milky-Way-mass galaxies have been developed in a cosmological context (e.g. Abadi et al. 2003;
Stinson et al. 2010; Guedes et al. 2011; Brook et al. 2012;
Scannapieco et al. 2015; Roca-Fàbrega et al. 2016). However,
detailed models that match many of the Milky Way’s
chemo-dynamical correlations (Minchev et al. 2013, 2014b)
are still rare (see discussions in Scannapieco et al. 2012 and
Minchev et al. 2013). These can be compared to observations,
but it is often difficult to find observables that are powerful
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enough to discard certain scenarios of the Galaxy’s evolution.
With the availability of age estimates for large stellar samples
– even if they are only valid in a relative sense – this situation
changes drastically.
It is therefore important to revisit the full age-chemistrykinematics space with samples that cover larger portions of the
Galactic disc. In this high-dimensional space, we can then look
for robust statistical relations that realistic models have to fulfil. With the joint venture of asteroseismology and spectroscopic
surveys, we are now in a position to constrain key parameters of
stellar and Galactic evolution.
Unlike stellar radii and masses, the ages of stars cannot be
directly measured, only inferred through modelling. Among the
various available stellar age indicators (e.g. Li abundance, U/Th
ratio, stellar activity, rotation, X-ray luminosity, and position in
the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram), one of the most promising
methods that can deliver reliable age estimates for a wide range
of ages is the comparison of measured atmospheric and asteroseismic parameters of evolved stars with models of stellar evolution (e.g. Miglio 2012).
It is well-known (e.g. Ulrich 1986; Christensen-Dalsgaard
1988) that detailed asteroseismic analyses involving individual oscillation frequencies may deliver precise age determinations. Depending on the spectral type of the star, a number of seismic characteristics can be used to investigate
the stellar interior and infer an age estimate. However, this
so-called “boutique” or “à la carte modelling” (Soderblom
2013; Lebreton et al. 2014) requires extremely accurate measurements of several pulsation modes. To date, this is only
possible for the Sun (e.g. Gough 2001) and a relatively
small number of bright dwarf stars observed by CoRoT
and Kepler (e.g. Metcalfe et al. 2010; Batalha et al. 2011;
Mathur et al. 2012; Silva Aguirre et al. 2013; Chaplin & Miglio
2013; Lebreton et al. 2014; Metcalfe et al. 2014).
For large samples of red giant stars (first-ascent red giants as well as red-clump stars), statistical studies follow a
different approach called “ensemble asteroseismology” (e.g.
Chaplin et al. 2011). This method typically focusses on two
main seismic characteristics of the frequency spectrum of solarlike oscillating giants: the large frequency separation ∆ν, related to the stellar mean density (Tassoul 1980; Ulrich 1986;
Christensen-Dalsgaard 1993), and the frequency of maximum
oscillation power νmax , related to the acoustic cut-off frequency
(Brown et al. 1991; Kjeldsen & Bedding 1995; Belkacem et al.
2011). The mass and radius of a star have been shown to scale
with these quantities via:
M
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where T eff is the star’s effective temperature, and the solar values ∆ν = 135.03 µHz, νmax, = 3140.0 µHz, and
T eff, = 5780 K (Pinsonneault et al. 2014) are used in the
following.
The scaling relations (1) have been tested with independent methods in the past years (eclipsing binaries, open clusters,
interferometry, Hipparcos parallaxes), and shown to be valid
for a broad parameter regime (see Chaplin & Miglio 2013 for
a review). Possible systematic biases concerning the mass determination are introduced by departures from a simple scaling of ∆ν with the square root of the stellar mean density
A30, page 2 of 27

(see e.g. White et al. 2011; Miglio 2012; Miglio et al. 2013b;
Belkacem et al. 2013). Suggested corrections to the ∆ν scaling
probably depend (to a level of a few percent) on the stellar structure itself. Moreover, the average ∆ν is known to be affected (to a
level of around 1% in the Sun) by inaccurate modelling of nearsurface layers.
The seismic mass of a red giant provides a powerful constraint on its age, because its red-giant branch (RGB) lifetime
is relatively short compared to its main-sequence lifetime. Combined with independent measurements of metallicity and effective temperature, the main seismic characteristics provide good
statistical measures for the primary derived parameters of a
star, such as mass, radius, distance, and age (e.g. Miglio 2012;
Rodrigues et al. 2014; Casagrande et al. 2016).
Unfortunately, the overall quality (in terms of precision and
accuracy) of age determinations for giant stars is still fairly
limited (e.g. Jørgensen & Lindegren 2005; Soderblom 2010;
Casagrande et al. 2016). Systematic age uncertainties depend
on the quality of the observables and on theoretical uncertainties of stellar models (e.g. Noels & Bragaglia 2015; see also
Sect. 3.2.2).
With the recently established synergy of asteroseismology
and high-resolution spectroscopy surveys, it has become possible to determine more precise ages for red giants.
The detection of solar-like oscillations in thousands of field
stars by CoRoT and Kepler has opened the door to detailed studies of the Milky Way’s stellar populations. Data from the first
CoRoT observing run revealed solar-like oscillations in thousands of red giants (Hekker et al. 2009). Miglio et al. (2009)
presented a first comparison between observed and predicted
seismic properties of giants in the first CoRoT field, which
highlighted the expected signatures of red-clump stars in the
∆ν and νmax distributions. Miglio et al. (2013b) presented a
first comparison between populations of red giants observed by
CoRoT in two different parts of the Milky Way (the CoRoT fields
LRa01 and LRc01 also investigated here; see Fig. 1), which
showed significant differences in the mass distributions of these
two samples, and were interpreted as mainly due to the vertical gradient in the distribution of stellar masses (hence ages)
in the disc (see also Casagrande et al. 2016 for a first measurement of the vertical disc age gradient). However, the precision of
the age determinations used in this pilot study was still limited
to 30−40%, due to the absence of constraints on photospheric
chemical composition (Miglio et al. 2013a).
Recently, large-scale follow-up observations of seismic targets have begun. The SAGA project (Casagrande et al. 2014,
2016) is covering the Kepler field with Strömgren photometry, thereby obtaining more precise stellar parameters. Similarly,
spectroscopic stellar surveys such as RAVE (Steinmetz et al.
2006), APOGEE (Majewski et al. 2016), the Gaia-ESO survey (Gilmore 2012), LAMOST (Zhao et al. 2012), and GALAH
(Zucker et al. 2012) are observing CoRoT and Kepler targets to
anchor their spectroscopic surface gravity and distance measurements (e.g. Bovy et al. 2014; Holtzman et al. 2015) – and to
ultimately use the combined datasets to constrain the chemodynamical evolution of the Milky Way. The CoRoT-APOGEE
(CoRoGEE) dataset paves the way for future advances in this
direction.
Our paper is structured as follows: the CoRoGEE sample
and the provenance of the different data (asteroseismology, spectroscopy, photometry and astrometry) are presented in Sect. 2.
Section 3 summarises our analysis and leads to our estimates of
the main stellar “desirables”, such as mass, radius, age, distance,
extinction, and kinematical parameters. We emphasise that our
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Fig. 1. Location of the stars observed with APOGEE in the two CoRoT exoplanet fields LRa01 (left) and LRc01 (right). Indicated in yellow
are the stars for which asteroseismic parameters were available. The background colour image is composed of near-infrared WISE W1, W2 and
W3 images from the AllWISE data release (Cutri et al. 2013). Bottom and outside vertical labels display equatorial coordinates, while the top and
central vertical labels refer to Galactic coordinates. Corresponding coordinate grids are also shown.

age estimates should be considered relative age indicators that
are to be used in a statistical sense only.
In Sect. 4, we use our sample to study for the first time the
variation of the [α/Fe]-vs.-[Fe/H]1 relation with Galactocentric
distance in three broad age bins, and compare our data with predictions from a chemodynamical Galaxy model. We conclude
and discuss future paths to improve our analysis in Sect. 5.
The CoRoGEE dataset covers a wide radial range of the
Galactic disc and provides precise stellar parameters, distances,
and chemical abundances. Therefore, the presented data provide
material for a number of subsequent analyses. In two companion papers, we focus on specific results: 1. the discovery of an
apparently young stellar population with enhanced [α/Fe] ratio (Chiappini et al. 2015), and 2. the variation of the disc radial metallicity profile with stellar age (Anders et al. 2016a). The
data are publicly available at the CDS (see Appendix B).

2. Observations
Our observations combine the global asteroseismic parameters
derived from precision light curves obtained by the CoRoT satellite (Baglin et al. 2006; Michel et al. 2008) with stellar parameters and chemical abundances inferred from near-infrared (NIR)
high-resolution spectra taken by the Apache Point Observatory
Galactic Evolution Experiment (APOGEE). The field maps of
1

The abundance ratio of two chemical elements X and Y is defined
as [X/Y] = lg nnYX − lg( nnYX ) , where nX and nY are respectively the
numbers of nuclei of elements X and Y, per unit volume in the stellar
photosphere.

the two CoRoT fields observed with APOGEE are shown in
Fig. 1. An overview on the data assembly and analysis is given
in Fig. 2.
2.1. Adopted seismic parameters

The CoRoT data used in this work are a subset of the data
analysed by Mosser et al. (2010) and Miglio et al. (2013b): The
CoRoT long runs in the LRa01 and LRc01 exoplanet fields comprise photometric time series for several thousand stars of about
140 days, resulting in a frequency resolution of ∼0.08 µHz.
For stars with detectable solar-like oscillations, Mosser et al.
(2010) determined the large frequency separation, ∆ν, and
the frequency of maximum oscillation power, νmax , from the
frequency spectra with the envelope autocorrelation-function
method (Mosser & Appourchaux 2009), but without reporting
individual uncertainties for these quantities.
In the following, we use the seismic parameters obtained
from CoRoT N2 light curves2 in the same way as in Mosser et al.
(2010), updated to deliver individual uncertainties on ∆ν and
νmax . When the envelope autocorrelation signal is high enough,
a more precise estimate of the large separation is provided by
the use of the so-called universal pattern method (Mosser et al.
2011). A comprehensive data release of newly reduced CoRoT
light curves and higher-level science products, using analyses of
several different seismic pipelines, will be presented in a separate paper.
2

http://idoc-corot.ias.u-psud.fr/jsp/doc/
DescriptionN2v1.3.pdf
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CoRoT reduced lightcurves

CoRoT seismic parameters

{Δν, νmax}

APOGEE
Targeting
APOGEE
Instrument & Data Reduction

{SNR, vlos,...}
ASPCAP

PARAM 1st step:
Stellar PARAMeters

{M, Age, log g, R, ρ, Lbol}

PARAM 2nd step:
Distances & Extinctions

{μ, μ0, d, AV}

{Teff, log g, [M/H], [X/M]}
Photometry

{BVgriJHKsW1W2}

UCAC-4

APOGEE

{α, δ, μRA, μDEC}

{vlos}

6D phase-space coordinates

{RGal, ZGal, ΦGal, vcyl, vcirc, Rguide, ...}

Fig. 2. Overview of the data provenance and analysis steps performed
for the CoRoT-APOGEE (CoRoGEE) data. Blue boxes correspond to
APOGEE data products, orange boxes to CoRoT data, and light yellow
boxes to existing catalogue data. Red boxes summarise the two parts of
the PARAM pipeline, while the grey box summarises the kinematical
data used for this work.

As shown in Mosser et al. (2010) and Miglio et al. (2013b),
the target selection for the CoRoT asteroseismology program
is homogeneous in both fields: solar-like oscillations were
searched for in giant stars obeying the following cuts in the
colour-magnitude diagram: Ks < 12, 0.6 < J − Ks < 1.0.
Mosser et al. (2010) also demonstrated that, for a wide parameter range, the selection bias introduced by the additional requirement of detected oscillations does not measurably affect the ∆ν
or νmax distributions in the two fields.
2.2. Spectroscopic data

APOGEE (Majewski et al. 2016) is a Galactic archaeology experiment operating during the third and fourth epochs of the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS-III, Eisenstein et al. 2011;
SDSS-IV). It uses the 2.5 m telescope at APO (Gunn et al. 2006)
to feed a multi-object NIR fiber spectrograph (Wilson et al.
2010, 2012) that delivers high-resolution (R ∼ 22 500) H-band
spectra (λ = 1.51−1.69 µm) of mostly red giants. Dedicated processing and analysis pipelines (Nidever et al. 2015;
Holtzman et al. 2015) allow for the determination of precise
(∼100 m/s) and accurate (∼350 m/s) radial velocities. In addition, the APOGEE Stellar Parameter and Chemical Abundances
Pipeline (ASPCAP; García Pérez et al. 2015) provides stellar
parameters and elemental abundances of 15 chemical elements
from the best fit over extensive grids of pre-calculated synthetic
stellar spectra (Zamora et al. 2015) to the observed spectra.
As an SDSS-III/APOGEE ancillary program, 690 stars with
detected seismic oscillations in the two CoRoT exoplanet fields
LRa01 (APOGEE fields COROTA and COROTA3; (l, b)cen =
(212, −2)) and LRc01 (COROTC; (l, b)cen = (37, −7)) were observed with the APOGEE instrument, at high signal-to-noise
ratios (median S /N of 230 per resolution element). The field
maps of the observed targets are shown in Fig. 1. The APOGEE
A30, page 4 of 27

targeting scheme allows for the combination of spectra taken at
different times, so-called visits. Most of the stars (∼80%) have
been observed at least three times to reach the signal-to-noise
ratio goal of 100, which is necessary to infer precise chemical
abundance information (Zasowski et al. 2013).
Unfortunately, the actual target selection for APOGEE observations of CoRoT solar-like oscillating red giants has not been
carried out on the basis of a simple selection function. The targets on the plates observed by APOGEE are a mixture of:
1. solar-like oscillating stars identified by Mosser et al. (2011)
– preferentially selected to be RGB stars;
2. CoRoT stars observed by the Gaia-ESO survey (Gilmore
2012) for the purpose of cross-calibration; and
3. APOGEE main-survey targets that were found to show solarlike oscillations in CoRoT, but were not selected on that
basis.
Therefore, the best way to correct for the CoRoGEE selection
function is to compare what was observed with what could have
been observed (i.e., compare the resulting spectro-seismic sample with the underlying photometric sample). In addition, it is
necessary to assess whether the photometric parent sample (red
giants in the fields LRa01 and LRc01) is representative of the
overall stellar content in these fields (as done in Miglio et al.
2013b,a). Both steps can be accomplished with stellar population
synthesis modelling (see Anders et al. 2016b). One intermediate
selection effect that we cannot address with the current CoRoGEE sample is whether the red giants with detected solar-like
oscillations are fully representative of the underlying population.
For the Kepler field, Casagrande et al. (2016) found that this is
only true for a narrower region in the colour-magnitude diagram
than we are considering here; our giant sample may therefore be
slightly biased against redder colours (more evolved stars).
For this work, we make use of the ASPCAP-derived stellar parameters effective temperature, T eff , scaled-solar metallicity, [M/H], and relative α-element abundance, [α/M], from the
SDSS data release 12 (DR12 Alam et al. 2015; Holtzman et al.
2015)3 . For the comparison to stellar isochrones, we approximated the overall metal abundance by the sum [Z/H] '
[M/H]uncalib +[α/M]uncalib (e.g. Salaris et al. 1993; Anders et al.
2014). Figure 3 summarises the distribution of the CoRoGEE
stars in ASPCAP parameter space. We used calibrated values
for the ASPCAP T eff and surface gravity log g.
To ensure that the ASPCAP stellar parameters and chemical
abundances do not suffer from unknown problems, we discarded
12 stars that did not satisfy the high-quality criteria laid out in
Anders et al. (2014). We also flagged and removed 14 stars for
which a visual inspection of the CoRoT light curves revealed
spurious detection of solar-like oscillations. In addition, we required that the difference between the spectroscopically derived
surface gravity be not too far from the value predicted by the
seismic scaling relations: | log gcalib
ASPCAP − log gseismo | < 0.5 dex.
This criterion removed 47 stars for which the ASPCAP solution is incompatible with the seismic measurements (crosses in
Fig. 4, left panel). In addition, 11 stars were rejected by our
stellar parameter pipeline because their measured input values
{∆ν, νmax , T eff , [M/H]} were incompatible with any stellar model
within their uncertainties (crossed circles in Fig. 4, right panel).
We estimate the uncertainties
in these abundances as σ[M/H] =
q
σ[Fe/H] and σ[α/M] = σ[Mg/H]2 + σ[Fe/H]2 .
3
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Fig. 3. Location of the CoRoT-APOGEE stars in the ASPCAP log g-vs.-T eff Kiel diagram (left) and the [α/Fe]-vs.-[Fe/H] chemical abundance
plane. The colour encodes the reduced χ2 of the ASPCAP fit. In the background, we plot the APOGEE DR10 high-quality giant sample
(Anders et al. 2014), updated to DR12 atmospheric parameters, for comparison.

Fig. 4. Left: difference between ASPCAP (calibrated) log g and gravity determined from seismic scaling relations, as a function of effective
temperature. Stars located in the grey-shaded area (| log gASPCAP − log gseismo | > 0.5 dex; blue crosses) were excluded from the analysis. Right:
νmax −∆ν diagram for our program stars. In addition to the log g consistency requirement, nine stars (mostly located far from the νmax −∆ν sequence;
blue crossed circles) were also rejected by the PARAM pipeline. Error bars in the upper part of the diagrams represent average uncertainties.

2.3. Photometry and astrometry

To determine distances to the stars in our sample with the best
possible precision, the spectroscopic and asteroseismic information was complemented by photometric data obtained over a
wide wavelength range.
Standard Harris B and V as well as Sloan-Gunn r0 and i0 magnitudes are available for our CoRoT targets from the OBSCAT
catalogue which was released as a supplement to the EXODAT
archive (Meunier et al. 2007; Damiani et al. 2016). The observations were performed with the Wide Field Camera (WFC) at the
2.5 m Isaac Newton Telescope (INT) at Roque de los Muchachos
Observatory (La Palma) in 20024 .
Because the photometry of the USNO-B catalogue (which is
also provided by EXODAT) is based on digitised photographic

Schmidt plates and its calibration suffers from inaccuracies and
inhomogeneities of about 0.2 mag (Monet et al. 2003), we refrained from using this database.
We also added Johnson BV and Sloan g0 r0 i0 photometry from
the APASS survey’s 6th data release (Henden & Munari 2014),
with photometric accuracies of about 0.02 mag.
In the infrared, accurate JHKs photometry is available from
the 2MASS Point Source Catalog (Cutri et al. 2003), which
served as the major input catalogue for APOGEE. We also added
WISE W1W2 filters from the AllWISE Catalog (Cutri et al.
2013) for which the photometric precision is sufficient to constrain the mid-infrared region of the stellar spectral energy
distribution5 .
5

4

http://cesam.oamp.fr/exodat/index/
exodat-documentation#Photometryavailableforsubsamples

As in Rodrigues et al. (2014), we discard the filters W3 and W4
because of possible contamination by warm interstellar dust (e.g.
Davenport et al. 2014) and larger measurement uncertainties.
A30, page 5 of 27
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Fig. 5. log g − T eff Kiel diagrams. Left: photometric temperatures and log g from CoRoT seismic parameters + scaling relations. Middle: purely
spectroscopic diagram using APOGEE stellar parameters, colour-coded by metallicity. Right: joint CoRoT-APOGEE Kiel diagram. Overplotted
are PARSEC isochrones (Bressan et al. 2012) for metallicities −0.6 and 0.0 at ages 1.4 (dashed lines) and 4.5 Gyr (solid lines) for comparison. As
noted by Martig et al. (2015), there is a slight temperature discrepancy between models and data for sub-solar metallicities. Error bars in the upper
left of each panel indicate median uncertainties.
Table 1. Summary of the number of CoRoT-APOGEE stars satisfying
different quality criteria.

Sample criterion
CoRoT-APOGEE stars
with good ASPCAP results
and good seismic results
and | log gcalib
ASPCAP − log gseismo | < 0.5 dex

Stars
690
678
664
617

Converged stellar PARAMeters and distances
LRa01
LRc01
and reliable UCAC-4 proper motions (OK flag)
and good orbits (σ(vT ) < 50 km s−1 )

606
281
325
504
234

For kinematical studies, proper motions were compiled from
the recent UCAC-4 catalogue (Zacharias et al. 2013), using only
astrometric data that meet several high-quality criteria encoded
in the UCAC-4 flags (∼80% of the stars), in the same manner as
in Anders et al. (2014).

3. Analysis
3.1. Masses, radii, and ages

To derive primary stellar parameters such as mass, luminosity, radius, and age, we used the Bayesian parameter estimation
code PARAM6 (da Silva et al. 2006) with the recent improvements presented in Rodrigues et al. (2014). The code uses standard grid-based modelling (see Chaplin & Miglio 2013 and references therein for an overview) to estimate stellar properties by
comparison with theoretical stellar models, in our case the PARSEC isochrone models (Bressan et al. 2012).
When computing the desired stellar parameters, PARAM
naturally accounts for the statistical uncertainties in the input
parameters {∆ν, νmax , T eff , [Z/H]}, and transforms them into the
posterior probability distribution in stellar model space. We
therefore denote uncertainties that are reflected in the shape
of stellar parameter probability distribution functions (PDFs)
6

http://stev.oapd.inaf.it/cgi-bin/param
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Fig. 6. Distributions of the 1σ-uncertainties in stellar age, mass, radius, log g, distance, and extinction for our sample. For the ages (top
left panel), we show the distributions of statistical (grey histogram) and
total uncertainties.

statistical, because they arise from a (non-linear) propagation of
uncertainties in the measured quantities7 .
Stellar evolution models predict a rather tight relation between mass, metallicity, and age for red giants, with the age
spread increasing with decreasing mass. Therefore, an uncertainty in stellar mass of about 10% typically results in a (statistical) age uncertainty of about 30% (see e.g. Miglio et al. 2013b).
In addition, depending on its location in the Hertzsprung-Russell
diagram, a star may have broad or multi-peaked stellar parameter PDFs; the age PDFs show a wide variety of shapes. But even
in the case of very broad PDFs, their shape does add valuable
information: in the sense that we can quantify the knowledge we
lack.
We therefore report the mode and 68% or 95% credible intervals of the marginalised PDF in mass, radius, age, distance,
and extinction8 in our catalogue. We achieve typical statistical
7

Because we chose a particular set of isochrones, our statistical uncertainties are of course not model-independent.
8
Differently from Rodrigues et al. (2014), we computed these statistics from the interpolated PDF in linear units, and our formal 1σ (2σ)
parameter uncertainties are defined as the smallest parameter interval
around the mode that contain 68% (95%) of the PDF.
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uncertainties of 0.015 dex in log g, 4% in radius, 9% in mass9 ,
25% in age, and 2% in distance (median values; see Fig. 6).
As discussed in the Introduction, stellar ages are by far more
uncertain than any other classical stellar parameter and should be
used only in a statistical, relative sense. This is due to a combination of the simple propagation of the stellar mass uncertainties
with systematic uncertainties (mostly related to mass loss and
the mass scaling relation). The magnitude of these uncertainties and their influence on stellar age estimates are discussed in
Sect. 3.2.2. For a more detailed discussion of the systematic uncertainties involved in stellar modelling see Noels & Bragaglia
(2015), for instance.
3.2. Age uncertainties: a closer look
3.2.1. Statistical uncertainties

The age PDFs (which were not shown by Rodrigues et al. 2014)
merit closer examination. Figure 7 shows the collection of
all 606 age CoRoGEE PDFs, grouped in bins of mode age.
Among them we find “well-behaved” (single-peaked) as well as
more complex (double-, multi-peaked, very broad or grid-edgeaffected) stellar parameter PDFs.
It has been known for some time that isochrone-grid derived
stellar age PDFs may show a great diversity (e.g. Takeda et al.
2007). As there is no straightforward way to classify or even
quantify the behaviour of such diverse PDF shapes, the following
numbers should be used with caution:
– Of the 606 stars passing all quality criteria, 246 display wellbehaved single-peaked age PDFs, 205 age PDFs are doublepeaked, 143 have three or more peaks, and 12 do not have
local extrema because the PDF increases monotonically towards the upper age limit.
– Many of the multi-peaked PDFs have negligible PDF contributions from the secondary, tertiary etc. maxima, but a sizeable fraction exhibits genuinely complex function profiles.
– Figure 8 shows the distribution of stars classified according
to the overall form of their age PDF in the HertzsprungRussell diagram. Multi-peaked age PDFs occur predominantly for stars with log g ' 2.4, that is, parameter regions
that are occupied by first-ascent RGB stars as well as redclump stars and asymptotic giant-branch (AGB) stars. The
metallicity measurement does not add sufficient information
to disentangle the different evolutionary stages. As noted by
Rodrigues et al. (2014), the limiting factor is the accuracy
of the effective temperatures, both in terms of models and
measurements.
– An independent possibility of distinguishing between evolutionary phases (and thereby reducing the number of
multi-peaked solutions) is offered by asteroseismology:
Mosser et al. (2011) have measured mixed-mode period
spacings (see also Bedding et al. 2011) for a fraction of
the CoRoGEE targets (139 stars in LRc01, 28 stars in
LRa01). This information was used to better constrain the
age PDFs, as done in Rodrigues et al. 2014 for the APOGEEKepler (APOKASC) sample (Pinsonneault et al. 2014), and
in Casagrande et al. (2014, 2016) for the SAGA survey.

9

Even in the very local volume the comparison of absolute magnitude
(based on Hipparcos parallax), B − V colour, and [Fe/H] with stellar
evolution models yields typical uncertainties in radius and mass of 6%
and 8%, respectively (Allende Prieto & Lambert 1999).

Fig. 7. Diversity of the computed age PDFs: All age PDFs of the
CoRoGEE sample, grouped in bins of mode age. Background colours
correspond to the three age bins used in Fig. 14.

3.2.2. Systematic uncertainties

For population studies of red giants, there are three main sources
of systematic age uncertainties:
1. The accuracy of seismic masses: an important source of age
bias comes from possible systematic errors in mass, which
are likely to be small (<10%), but are very hard to quantify
given that only a few objects or stars in clusters have masses
known to within 10% or better. Because hard constraints on
the accuracy of the seismic masses have started to appear
only very recently (e.g. Miglio et al. 2016), we refrain from
a quantitative analysis in this paper. Future analyses will use
a revised version of the ∆ν scaling relation.
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Fig. 8. Seismo-spectroscopic Hertzsprung-Russell diagram of the
CoRoGEE stars, with the symbols indicating the qualitative behaviour
of the age PDFs, as described in the legend.

(for a review see e.g. Catelan 2009; Miglio 2012)10 . In the
PARSEC isochrones, mass loss is included following the prescription of Reimers (1975). Figure 9 demonstrates the effect
of varying our canonical value of the mass-loss efficiency
η = 0.2 to extreme values (0 or 0.4, respectively). Our overall
results are similar to the findings of Casagrande et al. (2016)
for the SAGA sample: The impact of mass-loss on the age
uncertainty increases with evolutionary stage, in the sense
that RGB stars (especially seismically confirmed RGB stars)
are almost unaffected by changes in η, while for RC stars we
can change the age by up to ±30% in some cases. However,
for the vast majority of our stars the age uncertainty due to
mass loss is .20%.
3. Other input physics: it is well-known that the stellar physics
input of theoretical isochrones (e.g. reaction rates, opacities,
rotation, diffusion, He abundance, mass loss, or core overshooting) significantly affect the age and luminosities of the
predicted stellar models at a given mass (e.g. Miglio et al.
2015; Noels & Bragaglia 2015). At this time, the quantitative effects of each of the adopted input physics parameters on the isochrones are known in some detail through asteroseismology (e.g. Montalbán et al. 2013; Broomhall et al.
2014; Lebreton & Goupil 2014). However, a real calibration
of stellar models through seismology has only started recently11 . A detailed comparison of the available stellar models has not yet been performed, but a recent study (Miglio
et al., in prep.) suggests that the age spread models computed
with different stellar evolution codes for an early AGB star
at solar metallicity is around 7% for a 1 M star, 11% for a
1.5 M star, and 25% for a 2 M star. For this paper, we extrapolated these values to the full mass range, and neglected
any possible dependency on metallicity.
We can now define our total age uncertainty as the quadratic
sum of the (asymmetric) formal 1σ uncertainty coming from
PARAM, the uncertainty derived from the mass-loss test (Fig. 9),
and the mass-dependent uncertainty coming from the comparison of different evolutionary codes.
Figure 10 displays the distribution of these total 1σ age uncertainties as a function of age, colour-coded by field. The plot
shows some important features:

Fig. 9. Effect of non-canonical mass-loss assumptions on our derived
ages. The upper panel shows the ages derived using a non-canonical
mass-loss parameter ηReimers = 0.0 (0.4) in orange (grey), while the
lower panel zooms into the differences. Again, known RC stars are plotted as stars, RGB stars as pentagons.

2. Mass loss: the accuracy of age-mass relations for red giants
relies on our incomplete knowledge of stellar physics. While
a relatively simple mass-age relation is expected for RGB
stars, the situation for RC or early AGB stars is different: if
these stars undergo a significant mass loss near the tip of the
RGB, then the mass-age relation is not unique (for a given
composition and input physics), since the mass observed at
the RC or early-AGB stage may differ from the initial one
A30, page 8 of 27

– For stars between 4 and 10 Gyr, we observe an overall linear relation between age uncertainty and age. Because the
finite age of the Universe (taken here as τmax = 13.8 Gyr) is
included in the age prior (which is flat in log τ), the methodintrinsic age uncertainties reach a maximum at τ = 9 Gyr
and decrease again towards greater ages.
– A sizeable number of stars have a PDF maximum at the age
limit: Most of these objects can be safely assumed to be old
thick-disc stars.
– In the younger regime, we see a complicated behaviour in the
age uncertainty-age diagram: Some stars appear to cluster
around certain age values. These do not correspond to the
grid points of our PARSEC models (which is much finer:
∆ log(τ[yr]) = 0.01). The observed dip in the LRc01 age
distribution is not statistically significant.
10

In this context, the characterisation of populations of giants benefits greatly from estimates of the period spacings of the observed
gravity modes, which allows a clear distinction to be made between RGB and RC stars (Bedding et al. 2011), and early-AGB stars
(Montalbán & Noels 2013).
11
For example, it has become possible to determine the amount
of convective-core overshooting during the main-sequence phase
(Silva Aguirre et al. 2013; Deheuvels 2015).
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Fig. 10. Total age uncertainties as a function of age (or more precisely,
the mode of the age PDF), for stars in LRc01 (red) and LRa01 (blue).
Known RC stars are plotted as stars, RGB stars as pentagons. The black
lines indicate lines of constant fractional age uncertainties (from left
to right: 50%, 30%, 20%, 10%). The histograms in the top and right
panels show the distribution of ages and age uncertainties, respectively.

– Although the age uncertainties are certainly non-negligible,
the top panel of Fig. 10 suggests the indirect result of
Miglio et al. (2013b), who used stellar population synthesis models to conclude that the stars in LRa01 are typically
younger than the LRc01 population. To make this statement
more quantitative, the histograms have to be corrected for
selection effects, as we discuss in Sect. 4.2 below.

3.2.3. Estimating age errors from simulated stars

As an additional check of our age estimates, we opted to simulate the CoRoGEE sample based on the chemodynamical model
of Minchev et al. (2013, 2014a, MCM)12 . The final snapshot of
the MCM galaxy consists of 953 206 N-body particles with age,
chemical, and kinematic information. To translate these mass
particles into simulated stars, Piffl (2013) first used the MCM
model as an input for the Galaxia code (Sharma et al. 2011) in
the context of a simulated RAVE survey. Here, we used the same
code to simulate a CoRoGEE-like sample from the MCM galaxy.
A detailed description of the chemodynamical mock is given in
Anders et al. (2016b). In the following, we briefly summarise the
procedure.
We first simulated the stellar populations in the CoroT fields
and calculated observed magnitudes for these mock stars using the new PanSTARRS-1 3D extinction map of Green et al.
(2015) as our Galactic extinction model. In the next step, we applied the effective CoRoGEE selection function (assuming that
it only depends on H and J − Ks ) by selecting stars randomly
from small boxes in the colour-magnitude diagram (see Fig. 4
12

The results are largely independent of the model used. However, we
note that the MCM model is a thin-disc model only, and therefore does
not include stars older than 11.7 Gyr.

Fig. 11. Estimating systematics of our age estimates using simulated
stars. The scatter plot in the upper panel shows estimated PARAM ages
of the CoRoGEE mock stars (and their statistical 1σ uncertainties as
error bars) vs. the true ages of the parent N-body particle. The histograms to the sides of this plot show the corresponding age distributions of the two CoRoT fields. The background colours correspond to
the three age bins used in Sect. 4. The lower plot shows the relative age
−τtrue
as a function of the true age. The black symbols correerror τPARAM
τtrue
spond to the median age error in each age bin indicated on the x axis.
The various lines correspond to a one-to-one relation, 20% and 50%
deviation, and the age boundary at 13.8 Gyr.

of Anders et al. 2016b). While this is certainly a simplification
of the true CoRoGEE selection (see Sect. 2), it was the only
way in which our forward model could be realised. We also
simulated Gaussian observational errors in the stellar parameters
T eff , ∆ν, νmax , [Z/H] and magnitudes, and then ran the Bayesian
parameter estimation code PARAM, exactly as was done with
the real data.
Using this simulation, we can now address the question of
how well our recovered PARAM age estimates correspond to the
true stellar ages given by the model: The upper panel of Fig. 11
shows estimated vs. true ages, the lower panel presents the rela−τtrue
tive age error τPARAM
as a function of the true age. The black
τtrue
symbols correspond to the median age error in each age bin indicated on the x axis, demonstrating that our method tends to systematically overestimate the true ages by around 10−15%, with
the scatter increasing towards greater ages. A small systematic
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shift is expected, as the Galaxia input isochrones (Padova;
Marigo et al. 2008) are slightly different from those used by
PARAM (PARSEC; Bressan et al. 2012). The histograms to the
sides of the top plot show how the true age distributions (in the
model) of the two CoRoT fields are distorted by the measurement procedures.
As is clear from Fig. 11 and as shown in the previous section, our derived age estimates should be treated with caution,
and considered relative age indicators rather than unbiased absolute age estimates. Therefore, in this paper we only use the age
information to separate our stars into three wide age bins: Stars
with derived PARAM ages younger than 3 Gyr (“young”), stars
with PARAM ages between 3 and 8 Gyr (“intermediate”), and
stars measured to be older than 8 Gyr (“old”). The typical forms
of age PDFs for stars in these three bins are shown in Fig. 7
(coloured panels). The same coloured regions in the top panel of
Fig. 11 can be used to assess the contamination in each of the
three age bins. In summary, the simulation suggests that the contamination by old stars in the young bin and the contamination
by young stars in the old bin are negligible.
3.3. Distances and extinctions

As in Rodrigues et al. (2014), distances and extinctions were
calculated by comparing the previously derived absolute magnitude with the observed magnitudes in several passbands (see
Sect. 2.3), assuming a single extinction curve (Cardelli et al.
1989; O’Donnell 1994), using the bolometric corrections of
Marigo et al. (2008) and the corresponding extinction coefficients (Girardi et al. 2008). Because PARAM uses photometric
measurements from many filters over a wide wavelength range
(see Sect. 2.3), our distance uncertainties are much smaller than
the uncertainties expected from the distance-radius relation (as
adopted in e.g. Miglio et al. 2013b). For more details, we refer
to Sect. 3 of Rodrigues et al. (2014), and to Appendix A.
We carried out comparisons with extinction estimates from
the literature in Appendix A.3, finding that our precise extinction values are best matched by the spectro-photometric method
developed in Schultheis et al. (2014).
3.4. Kinematics

The 6D phase-space coordinates, along with their uncertainties
are available for a subset of 504 stars. For this subset, orbital parameters were computed in the same manner as in Anders et al.
(2014). Most of the more distant stars, however, still have too
large proper motion uncertainties (>50 km s−1 in the tangential
component of the space velocity, vT ) to be useful even for statistical kinematic studies, as our sample is too small to allow
for good statistics in the presence of noisy kinematical data (see
Table 1). When examining the kinematical properties of our sample, we therefore concentrated on the most reliable parameters
whenever possible.
One relatively robust parameter is the guiding-centre radius
of a stellar orbit, which we computed using the approximation
v ·R
Rguide = Lvcz = φ vcGal (e.g. Casagrande et al. 2011). Here, Lz denotes the angular momentum, vφ the φ-component of the space
velocity, and vc ≈ 220 km s−1 the circular velocity at the star’s
position – which for for our purposes can be assumed to be
approximately constant over the Galactocentric distance range
considered.
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Fig. 12. Location of the CoRoT-APOGEE stars in Galactocentric
Cartesian coordinates (XGal , YGal – top panel) and cylindrical coordinates (RGal , ZGal – bottom). Blue dots correspond to LRa01 targets, red
dots to LRc01 targets. The APOGEE DR10 high-quality giant sample
(Anders et al. 2014) is shown in the background (black dots).

4. The [α/Fe]-[Fe/H]-age diagram at different
Galactocentric distances
In addition to the presentation of the CoRoT-APOGEE data in
the past two sections, the goal of this and following work is to
study the age-abundance-kinematics relationships of the Milky
Way disc outside the solar cylinder. To illustrate the value of
our sample for Galactic archaeology, in this section we study
the [α/Fe]-vs.-[Fe/H] abundance relationship with Galactocentric distance and age.
The CoRoGEE sample has the novel advantage of covering
a wide radial range of the Galactic disc (4 kpc < RGal < 14 kpc)
with red giants for which both asteroseismic and high-resolution
spectroscopic data are available. Our final sample comprises
606 stars with converged stellar parameters and distances in the
two CoRoT fields LRa01 and LRc01. However, given the extended radial and age baselines, this sample size forces us to constrain our analysis to broad bins of Galactocentric distances and
ages instead of using full distribution functions. Moreover, we
recall that systematic uncertainties probably affect the estimated
ages presented here. Hence, we focus our analysis on larger age
bins.
Following the path of Chiappini et al. (2015), we now examine the [Fe/H]-[α/Fe]-age space also outside the solar neighbourhood, analysing the CoRoGEE stars for which we now also have
age information. We compare our findings to the predictions of
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Fig. 13. The [α/Fe] vs. [Fe/H] diagram of the APOGEE DR10 highquality giant sample (Anders et al. 2014; grey dots) in the range 7 kpc <
RGal < 9 kpc. Overplotted with colours are the thin- and thick-disc
chemical-evolution models of Chiappini (2009): the solid lines correspond to the chemical tracks of the thin disc at different Galactocentric
annuli (from left to right: 18 kpc, 16 kpc, 14 kpc, 12 kpc, 10 kpc, 8 kpc,
6 kpc, 4 kpc). The colours indicate the age (or look-back time), as indicated in the top panel. The dashed line represents a thick-disc model
(for RGal = 6 kpc − the Galactocentric dependency for the thick-disc
models computed in Chiappini (2009) are minor − see text for more
details).

chemical-evolution models, as well as to recent chemodynamics
results.
4.1. Understanding [α/Fe] vs. [Fe/H] diagrams
with a chemical-evolution model

[X/Fe] vs. [Fe/H] diagrams, and in particular the [α/Fe] vs.
[Fe/H] diagram, are widely used diagnostic tools to constrain
the enrichment history of stellar populations. High-resolution
spectroscopic data reveal two clearly-separated disc components
(thin and thick) in the [α/Fe] vs. [Fe/H] diagram, which follow their own age-metallicity relations (e.g. Gratton et al. 1996;
Fuhrmann 1998; Ramírez et al. 2007; Anders et al. 2014). The
valley between the two sequences in this diagram can hardly be
attributed to simple sample selection effects (Anders et al. 2014;
Nidever et al. 2014) and is probably a real characteristic of the
Galactic disc13 , as we discuss below.
As a starting point, in Fig. 13 we compare the bulk of
APOGEE DR10 data analysed in Anders et al. (2014) with the
predictions of the set of Galactic chemical-evolution models of
Chiappini (2009). The figure shows the location of Anders et al.
(2014) high-quality disc sample in the [α/Fe] vs. [Fe/H] diagram,
together with the histograms of these parameters. Overplotted
are the chemical-evolution tracks of Chiappini (2009) for various bins in Galactocentric distance, colour-coded by age.
The thin-disc models shown in Fig. 13 were obtained by
varying the accretion timescale onto the disc, assuming it to be
13

However, see Bovy et al. (2012) for a different explanation.

shorter in the inner regions and longer in the outer parts (typical for MW chemical-evolution models with inside-out formation; e.g. Chiappini et al. 1997, 2001; Hou et al. 2000). For this
reason, the thin disc at the solar vicinity formed on a longer
timescale than the thick disc, and towards the inner disc regions
the infall timescales of both components approach each other
(but there is still a difference in the star-formation efficiency).
This explains why the thin-disc model curve at 4 kpc is close to
the thick disc curve (see Fig. 14 in the next section), but reaches
a lower [Fe/H] value. The details of the thin-disc model can be
found in Minchev et al. (2013, Sect. 3).
From a pure chemical-evolution point of view, the thick disc
can be modelled as a separate Galactic component with high starformation efficiency and a short infall timescale. Such a model
naturally predicts a population of mostly old [α/Fe]-enhanced
stars with a metallicity distribution peaking around −0.5 dex
(e.g. Soubiran 1999) and explains some of the abundance patterns observed in high-resolution solar-vicinity samples that are
classified as thick-disc-like (Chiappini 2009). When building a
chemical-evolution thick-disc model of this type, one has considerable freedom in the choice of parameters because tight observational constraints are still lacking. As an example, for the
thick disc models one can assume that its formation is completed within 2−3 Gyr (in order to obtain a population that is
mostly older than 10 Gyr), but there is no tight constraint on
the tail of the age distribution. While thin-disc models have to
reproduce the chemical-abundance patterns at the present time
in the local interstellar medium, the final metallicity and abundance pattern for the thick disc is still under debate (solar or
super-solar depending on how this component is defined in the
different datasets). Therefore, the thick-disc curve illustrated by
the dashed line in Fig. 13 could be easily extended to higher
metallicities, whereas the same is not true for the thin-disc curves
(especially for the one at the solar-vicinity position).
Figure 13 shows that these chemical models broadly agree
with the two main features of the Galactic disc [α/Fe] vs. [Fe/H]
diagram: the location of the bulk of thin-disc stars at [α/Fe] < 0.1
and [Fe/H] > −0.8 (rectangular box labelled “chemical” thin
disc in the figure), and the position of the stars following a
thick-disc track (marked by the rose-coloured region and the
thick red dashed line). Within the framework of these models,
the thin-disc sequence can be explained as a mixture of relatively young (age . 5 Gyr) stars, originating from different
birth regions within the Galactic disc that have had different enrichment histories. In contrast, for the thick disc the metallicity
distribution peaks at ∼−0.5 (e.g. Rocha-Pinto & Maciel 1996;
Kotoneva et al. 2002; Nordström et al. 2004; Holmberg et al.
2007), and a large number of stars is expected at high [α/Fe] ratios and metallcities below ∼−0.2. Because of the co-existence of
thick and thin disc in this diagram, a gap or dip in the [α/Fe] vs.
[Fe/H] diagram should thus be naturally produced.
Of course, the exact absolute position of the tracks with
respect to the data depends not only on the calibration zeropoint of the APOGEE abundances14 , but also on the choice of
stellar yields, IMF, and star-formation efficiency. As shown in
Chiappini (2009), these models provide a good description of
the observed shifts of several abundance ratios as a function of
14

As an example, from SDSS DR10 to DR12, there has been a
shift of ∼0.1 dex in the calibrated metallicities (Holtzman et al. 2015;
Martig et al. 2015), and further improvements might affect the metallicity scale at the same level. A +0.05 dex shift in [α/Fe] is also observed
when moving from DR10 to DR12. As the same shift is observed between a Gaia-ESO Survey sample and the DR12 values, we opted to
retain the DR10 values for the comparison in Fig. 13.
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metallicity for the solar radial bin, once the thick and thin discs
are defined via kinematics (as in Bensby et al. 2003).
The reason we present a comparison with a model computed
before the data in Fig. 13 were available is to illustrate how
the predictions of a pure chemical-evolution model that was in
agreement with chemical abundances (among other observables)
in the local volume performs when compared to the new samples
of stars now covering larger portions of the disc. Clearly, one of
our near-term goals is to further explore the parameter space (especially new constraints on the stellar yields and their metallicity
dependency) of these models and identify those that best fit the
new observational constraints. However, the main challenges to
the interpretation of discrete thin and thick discs (as modelled
in Chiappini et al. 1997; Chiappini 2009) are on the one hand
the existence of so-called super-metal-rich (SMR) stars (Grenon
1972; Trevisan et al. 2011) in the solar neighbourhood15 , and on
the other hand the fact that not all thin-disc stars with metallicities below −0.2 can be explained as high-eccentricity intruders
from outer regions (Anders et al. 2014).
The existence of SMR stars is commonly attributed to a significant radial mixing of stellar populations within the Galactic
disc (e.g. Grenon 1989, 1999; Chiappini 2009; Kordopatis et al.
2015). In agreement with previous studies, Kordopatis et al.
(2015) conclude that SMR stars in the solar neighbourhood must have migrated from far inside the solar annulus.
Recently, Schönrich & Binney (2009), Brunetti et al. (2011),
Minchev et al. (2013, 2014b) and Kubryk et al. (2015a,b) have
argued that chemical-evolution models for the Milky Way cannot
be viewed independently of its dynamical evolution, and found
different prescriptions for the merging of these two aspects of
Galactic evolution. In the next subsection we separate the [α/Fe][Fe/H] diagram into bins of age and Galactocentric distance and
compare our data to a chemical-evolution model. This is useful because the latter form the backbone of many recent chemodynamical approaches.
4.1.1. Binning the data in Galactocentric distance and age

While the division of the massive APOGEE dataset into various Galactic zones has been the subject of previous investigations (Anders et al. 2014; Hayden et al. 2014; Nidever et al.
2014; Hayden et al. 2015), we now can make use of the unique
seismic information from CoRoT to show, for the first time,
[α/Fe]-[Fe/H]-age diagrams, outside the Hipparcos volume, in
several Galactocentric bins.
Figure 14 presents one of the main results of this paper: the
[α/Fe] vs. [Fe/H] diagram for the CoRoGEE sample, split into
five bins of Galactocentric distance, as indicated in each panel.
As in Fig. 13, we include in Fig. 14 the [α/Fe] vs. [Fe/H]
model tracks of Chiappini (2009). Figure 15 has the same format
as Fig. 14, only that the data are now binned in guiding-center radius Rguide instead of Galactocentric distance, to mitigate the effect of stellar mixing by “blurring” (Schönrich & Binney 2009).
In this plot, the size and transparency of the symbols encode the
uncertainty in both stellar age and guiding-center radius, because
both quantities may have considerable uncertainties. The interpretation of these figures is difficult because of the low statistics
15

SMR stars are defined as stars whose metal abundance exceeds the
metallicity of the local present-day interstellar medium. This value is
dependent on Galactocentric distance and is constrained by the presentday abundance gradient in the interstellar medium. For the solar vicinity, SMR stars are found in the region illustrated by the blue rectangular
box in Fig. 13.
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and the noise arising from proper motion uncertainties and radial
migration. We analyse the two figures simultaneously below.
The main results we derive from these figures are:
– The shift of the peak of the thin-disc metallicity distribution function from higher to lower metallicities as one
moves towards larger Galactocentric distances (Anders et al.
2014; Hayden et al. 2015) is accompanied by a dominance
of younger ages towards the outermost radial bins. However,
the exact relative number of young and old stars in each radius bin can be slightly biased as a consequence of the detectability of oscillations: younger stars are on average more
luminous, and therefore exhibit larger oscillation amplitudes
that are easier to detect at large distances.
– While the inner Galaxy is dominated by stars with thick-disclike chemistry (elevated [α/Fe] ratios) with a large number of
old stars (but see below), almost no high-[α/Fe]-old stars are
found in the outermost radial bin. This result is believed to
be a manifestation of the shorter scale length of the thick disc
with respect to the thin disc (Bensby et al. 2011; Bovy et al.
2012; Cheng et al. 2012).
– A greater number of young-[alpha/Fe]-rich stars is seen in
the two innermost bins (Chiappini et al. 2015). The existence of these stars strongly disagrees with the predictions
of chemical-evolution models and is also impossible to explain by radial migration. For a discussion of the origin of
these stars see Chiappini et al. (2015), Jofré et al. (2016),
Yong et al. (2016).
– Surprisingly, the thin-disc chemical-evolution model
adopted here provides a fairly good description of the main
abundance ratio trends shown in the figures (especially
in the outer parts of the Galaxy), both in terms of the
abundance trends and in terms of expected dominant age.
In particular, when guiding radii are used instead of the
current Galactocentric distances, the agreement with the
models is improved (see the 5−6 kpc and 6−7 kpc Rguide
bins). However, there is a clear disagreement above solar
metallicity in all panels. Although part of the discrepancy
might be attributed to uncertainties related to stellar yields16 ,
it is tempting to interpret this result as a sign of radial
migration, at least for the old and intermediate-age stars (see
MCM13, Fig. 8).
– Interestingly, in each bin, stars with high [α/Fe] abundances,
regardless of their age, show a tendency to lie close to the
16

Currently there are several uncertainties affecting the stellar yields
of the different α-elements. For core-collapse supernovae, few models were computed for metallicities above solar; moreover, most supernovae models tend to underestimate the 24 Mg yields. Other elements,
such as Ca, Si, and S, can have some contribution of SNIa as well. Even
more importantly, the Galactic SNIa rate is still very uncertain (e.g.
Matteucci & Romano 1999; Mannucci et al. 2006). Although the thin
disc model presented here reproduces the present SNIa rate at the solar
vicinity well, overestimated SNIa rates at earlier times and/or at other
Galactocentric distances cannot be excluded. In the inside-out thin-disc
formation model, one of the assumptions is that the star-formation efficiency increases towards the inner regions. This feature was mainly
constrained by the abundance gradients at present time. However, if the
SNIa rate is overestimated, one would require lower star-formation efficiencies to reach the same final metallicity. The abundance ratios at
the different Galactocentric distances can further constrain these models, because a larger star-formation efficiency would also predict larger
[α/Fe] ratios at larger metallicities. It is thus possible that, by exploring
the parameter space of stellar yields and SNIa rates, one can obtain a
better fit to the data shown in the Figure, but this is beyond the scope of
the present work.
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Fig. 14. The [α/Fe]-vs.-[Fe/H] chemical plane for five different bins in Galactocentric distance RGal . The colour represents our stellar age estimates,
as indicated in the first panel: blue indicates stars younger than 3 Gyr, red stars older than 8 Gyr, and yellow intermediate ages. The point size
and transparency of each data point encode the age uncertainty, i.e., a smaller and more transparent symbol corresponds to a lower probability to
belong to the particular age bin. The few triangles correspond to stars whose measured radial velocity scatter is greater than 800 m/s and which
could be binaries. In the background of each panel, stars from the APOGEE DR12 main sample observed in similar Galactic regions are plotted
as grey dots for comparison. The error bar in the upper right corner of each panel represents the typical (internal) uncertainty of the chemical
abundances. The solid lines correspond to the thin-disc chemical-evolution model of Chiappini (2009) for different Galactocentric distances, and
the dashed lines correspond to a thick-disc model at RGal = 6 kpc. The lower right panel displays the overall RGal distributions of our sample split
into the three age bins.

thick-disc curve. As the same thick-disc curve is shown in
all panels, this result agrees with the relative constancy of the
“high-[α/Fe] sequence” discussed in Nidever et al. (2014). It
is clear from this comparison that these stars can either be explained as being part of the thick disc, or as migrators coming from the inner radii (the thick disc curve is similar to
the that for RGal = 4 kpc, except for its higher star-formation
efficiency, which leads to the appearance of [α/Fe]-enhanced
stars at higher metallicities). These oldest metal-rich, [α/Fe]enhanced stars also resemble Galactic bulge stars in chemistry, so that radial migration from the bulge cannot be excluded as one possible interpretation.
– SMR stars are present even in the two outermost RGal /Rguide
bins studied here (Anders et al. 2014); they comprise stars of
all ages, in agreement with what was found by Trevisan et al.
(2011) for solar-vicinity SMR stars. As explained previously, the end of the thin-disc curves is constrained by
the present abundance gradient, which amounts to around
−0.07dex/kpc for Fe (e.g. Anders et al. (2014)) and references therein). While the excess of SMR stars is not a problem in the inner bins (where the thin-disc curve extends to

higher metallicities), it demonstrates a clear discrepancy for
the two outermost bins analysed here. From the comparison
with the models it is clear that the chemistry of these SMR
stars is compatible either with the thick-disc curve or with
the thin disc at RGal = 4 kpc. We note, however, that the
RGal = 4 kpc curve predicts intermediate ages for stars above
metallicities ∼−0.02, while there are clearly older SMR stars
in all panels. This is an indication that these stars indeed migrated from RGal < 4 kpc. Unfortunately, the form of the
present-day abundance gradients in the innermost regions of
the Galactic disc is still unknown (see Stasińska et al. 2012
for a discussion): a constraint that would shed more light on
the origin of these stars.

4.2. Comparison with a chemo-dynamical model

As first shown in Minchev et al. (2013), when radial migration
is taken into account in a chemodynamical model of the thin
disc, the oldest stars in the simulation have properties similar to what we commonly identify as the thick disc (this result
A30, page 13 of 27
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Fig. 15. Same format as Fig. 14, only that the data are now binned in guiding-center radius, Rguide , rather than Galactocentric distance, to mitigate
the effect of stellar mixing by “blurring”. Again, the colour-code represents the age, while the size and transparency now encode the uncertainty
in stellar age and guiding-center radius. (If a star has a highly uncertain guiding radius – i.e. an Rguide PDF which extends over multiple R bins – it
will appear as a faint dot in multiple panels of this figure.)

was later confirmed by Kubryk et al. 2015a17 ). Interestingly, although it is able to reproduce several properties of “the thick
disc”, our chemodynamical model does not predict a discontinuity in the [α/Fe] vs. [Fe/H] diagram18 . The reason for this
discrepancy might be the existence of a discrete thick-disc component (Chiappini et al. 1997; Chiappini 2009), with its specific
chemical pattern, which was not included in the MCM model.
To solve this problem, a proper comparison between the MCM
model predictions and observations is required. Because astronomical surveys are often affected by non-trivial selection effects, the comparison of survey catalogues with a Galactic model
is much easier when a mock observation of the model is created
(e.g. Binney & Sanders 2016).
In this section we describe our selection of a CoRoGEElike sample from an N-body simulation, using the example of
the chemodynamical N-body model analysed in Minchev et al.
17

In this case, differently from Minchev et al. (2013), the authors followed a suggestion made in Brunetti et al. (2011):the radial migration
process was approximated by a diffusion process with diffusion coefficients that varied in time and position. These were extracted from
an N-body+SPH simulation of a galaxy very different from the Milky
Way and implemented in a standard chemical-evolution model. The
coefficients were then re-scaled to fit the local G-dwarf metallicity
distribution.
18
However, when selecting particles using the same kinematical criteria as in Bensby et al. (2003), it was possible to recover the two sequences in the [α/Fe] vs. [Fe/H] diagram.
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(2013), Minchev, Chiappini, & Martig (2014a, MCM). We have
chosen two different paths to simulate the observations: 1. a
“simple” mock in which we choose N-body particles such that
we match the observed spatial distribution of our program stars
(and simulating the red-giant age bias with a simple prior);
and 2. a more sophisticated mock that used a modified version
of the Galaxia synthetic stellar population code (Sharma et al.
2011; Piffl 2013), the new PanSTARRS-1 3D extinction map of
Green et al. (2015), and a representation of the CoRoGEE selection function. The procedures leading to the two versions of
mock observations are sketched in Fig. 16 and are explained in
Anders et al. (2016b). As we show below, these two versions of
an MCM-CoRoGEE mock sample each have their advantages
and drawbacks. In summary, while the simple mock by construction matches the space distribution of the observed sample perfectly, the sophisticated mock recovers the observed age distribution very well (see Anders et al. 2016b).
Figure 17 shows the main result of our mock samples: each
row contains the (observed or modelled) [α/Fe] vs. [Fe/H] diagrams in the same RGal and age bins as in Figs. 14 and 15, to
facilitate a qualitative comparison with the data. We discuss the
main results from Fig. 17 below.
1. Sophisticated mock: Anders et al. (2016b) have shown that
the observed age distributions in the two CoRoGEE fields are
very well recovered by the sophisticated mock. This is also
seen in the second row of Fig. 17: the age mix of CoRoGEE
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CoRoGEE Catalogue

MCM Simulation final snapshot
(Minchev et al. 2013, 2014)

Sample mock particles
from the RZ distribution

Full MCM-Galaxia mock simulation
(Piffl 2013, Sharma et al. 2011)

Incl. red-giant age bias

Apply 3D dust extinction
(Green et al. 2015)
CoRoGEE Selection function:
Select mock stars
from the (J-Ks) - H diagram

Simulate observable errors
{ Age, d, [Mg/Fe], [Fe/H] }

Simulate observational errors
{ Teff, log g, [Z/H] }
Run PARAM

Simple CoRoGEE mock

Sophisticated CoRoGEE mock

Fig. 16. Scheme illustrating how the CoRoGEE mock observations
were obtained from the MCM model. The steps are explained in more
detail in Anders et al. (2016b).

cannot explain the presence of young [α/Fe]-rich stars, while
possible close-binary stellar evolution cannot explain the different abundance of these stars in the two CoRoT fields (see
also Chiappini et al. 2015; Martig et al. 2015; Yong et al.
2016; Jofré et al. 2016).
4. SMR stars in the outer disc: as discussed in the previous section, the metal-rich stars in the two outer bins cannot be explained with the present chemical models. Since the MCM
mocks also do not produce this metal-rich intermediateage population in the outer parts of the disc, either a much
stronger radial migration than present in MCM is at work, or
the thick disc star-formation history extends to greater ages
(i.e., for longer than 2 Gyr). Another explanation might also
be bulge stars ending up in the outer disc (Barbuy & Grenon
1990); these were not included in the MCM simulation.
Our simple mock outperforms the sophisticated mock in almost
all respects (except for the match with the overall age distributions). It highlights two important features in the data that are
not reproduced by the MCM model: the broad observed age distribution of the [α/Fe]-enhanced sequence in the inner Galactic
disc, and that more intermediate-age SMR stars are located in
the outer disc than predicted.

5. Conclusions
stars is better reproduced in the sophisticated mock than in
the simple mock. However, the sophisticated mock obviously
misses the distant and metal-poor ([Fe/H] < −0.5) stars
that are present in the data. This indicates that our forward
modelling of the sample selection is imperfect for various
reasons: 1. a mismatch between the MCM-Galaxia model’s
starcounts with 2MASS in the CoRoT fields (Anders et al.
2016b), 2. a stronger extinction in the PanSTARRS extinction maps (Schlafly et al. 2014; Green et al. 2015) compared
to the CoRoGEE data (see Appendix A.3), 3. a more complex selection function than S ∝ S (field, H, J − Ks ) (see
Sect. 2.2), and 4. stochasticity due to the small sample size.
We therefore refrain from interpreting the number counts in
the sophisticated CoRoGEE mock, as we did not recover the
overall distributions in the abundance diagrams.
2. Simple mock with true ages: by construction (selection of
mock particles from the RGal − ZGal plane), the simple mock
matches the space distribution of the CoRoGEE sample perfectly. The simple mock also matches the observed metallicity distributions much better than the sophisticated mock.
The plot also demonstrates that despite the quite strong radial mixing in the MCM model, there is little age mixing in
each of the [α/Fe] vs. [Fe/H] diagrams. The age-[α/Fe] relation of the input models is largely preserved, while the data
show a significantly more complex situation. In concordance
with the data, the density of the old [α/Fe]-enhanced thin
disc (i.e. the “thick disc” in MCM) decreases towards outer
regions. However, the data suggest that the [α/Fe]-enhanced
component has a much broader age distribution than in the
model. This result depends little on the functional form of
the simulated age bias.
3. Effect of adding age errors: when we add realistic age errors using the PARAM results of the sophisticated mock
(see Fig. 11 and Anders et al. 2016b), part of the age mixing in the [α/Fe] vs. [Fe/H] diagram can be explained
by our measurement procedure. This is insufficient to explain the observed younger ages of many [α/Fe]-enhanced
stars, however. In particular, our method-intrinsic age errors

In this first CoRoGEE paper, we have demonstrated the usefulness of combining asteroseismic and spectroscopic data in
the framework of Galactic archaeology. Using global asteroseismic parameters ∆ν and νmax determined from CoRoT light
curves, together with atmospheric stellar parameters measured
by SDSS-III/APOGEE and broad-band photometry, we have calculated masses, radii, ages, distances and extinctions for more
than 600 red giants distributed over a large Galactocentric distance interval. In this section, we briefly summarise the main
results of our work.
The relative statistical uncertainties in our primary derived
quantities from the Bayesian model fitting performed by the
PARAM code amount to .2% in distance, 0.08 mag in AV , ∼4%
in radius, ∼9% in mass and ∼25% in age. In agreement with
previous studies, we find that the individual age probability distributions can be complex in shape, suggesting that the age information needs to be used with some care, for example, by using
wide age bins. Equally importantly, systematic uncertainties in
the fundamental seismic parameters as well as in the comparison
with stellar models may affect the absolute scale of our derived
ages to some degree.
We provide a number of checks (surface gravity comparison, grid-based vs. scaling relation results, extinction maps) that
demonstrate the overall reliability of our analysis for the use
with statistical samples in Appendix A. The CoRoGEE sample
enabled us to study for the first time the [α/Fe]-[Fe/H]-age relation beyond the solar vicinity. We separated the sample into
large bins of age, guiding-centre radius, and Galactocentric distance, to study stellar populations in the [α/Fe] vs. [Fe/H] diagram. Even with this small sample and the sizeable systematic
and statistical uncertainties attached to our age estimates, we can
place reliable constraints on the chemical evolution of the Milky
Way stellar disc:
1. In accordance with previous work, we find strong signatures
of inside-out formation of the Galactic disc.
2. When we compared our results to a multi-zone chemicalevolution model that treats the thin and thick disc separately,
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Fig. 17. [α/Fe]-vs.-[Fe/H] diagram for five different bins in Galactocentric distance RGal . Top row: the CoRoGEE sample. The colours represent our
stellar age estimates: blue indicates stars younger than 3 Gyr, red stands for stars older than 8 Gyr, and yellow for intermediate ages. The point size
and transparency of each data point encode the age uncertainty, i.e., a smaller and more transparent symbol corresponds to a smaller probability
of belonging to the particular age bin. Second row: the sophisticated MCM mock sample. Third row: all mock particles from the MCM N-body
simulation, shown as grey dots. The solid lines represent the predictions of the underlying thin disc chemical-evolution model by Chiappini (2009)
for stars born in the corresponding Galactocentric distance bin. The colour-code represents the age; the shaded regions along the lines correspond
to a 2σ-confidence band, given the typical uncertainties in [Fe/H] and [α/Fe]. The dashed lines show the chemical tracks of Chiappini (2009) for
the thick disc. The error bar in the upper right of each panel represents the typical (internal) uncertainty of the chemical abundances. Fourth row:
the simple MCM mock sample, without simulated age uncertainties. Last row: the simple MCM mock sample, with age uncertainties.

we found that the thin-disc models generally provide a good
description of the main abundance-age trends, with the exception of the flat [α/Fe] trend at high metallicity. The results
improved when the stellar guiding-centre radius was used instead of the current Galactocentric distance.
3. In agreement with previous studies, we find that these pure
chemical-evolution models fail to reproduce several important features seen in the data, such as the existence of SMR
stars ([Fe/H] > 0.2) in the solar neighbourhood and beyond,
A30, page 16 of 27

the exact shape of the [α/Fe]-[Fe/H] distribution (in particular in the inner regions of the disc), and the existence of
[α/Fe]-rich young stars.
4. When we compared our results with the predictions of the
chemo-dynamical model of Minchev et al. (2013, 2014b),
we found that the radial mixing in the model is not efficient
enough to account for the number of SMR stars in the outer
disc. Either a stronger radial mixing or the inclusion of a
thick disc/bulge that formed stars for more than 3 Gyr and

F. Anders et al.: Galactic archaeology with CoRoT and APOGEE

produced SMR stars may resolve this discrepancy. In addition, the age distribution of the [α/Fe]-enhanced sequence in
the CoRoGEE inner-disc field is much broader than expected
from a combination of radial mixing and observational errors. Evolved blue stragglers may account for part of this
population (Jofré et al. 2016; Yong et al. 2016), but do not
offer an explanation for the different number counts in the
inner and outer disc (Chiappini et al. 2015). Again, a thickdisc/bulge component with a more complex star-formation
history than predicted by standard models might explain this
observation.
In summary, we have demonstrated that the CoRoGEE sample
is well-suited for the purpose of reconstructing the chemical enrichment history of the Milky Way disc. This first study will be
followed by an investigation that focusses on exploring the detailed multi-element abundance patterns provided by APOGEE.
It will be based on an analysis of newly reduced CoRoT light
curves, resulting in more accurate seismic parameters, and will
also include data from the CoRoT long run in the LRa02 field.
From the mid-term perspective, the CoRoGEE dataset can be
viewed as a pathfinder and complementary dataset to the massive surveys that the Kepler-2 mission (K2; Howell et al. 2014)
is currently conducting. The K2 Galactic Archaeology Program
(Stello et al. 2015) will deliver seismic parameters for thousands
of red giants in ten fields along the ecliptic plane, and, combined
with the legacy of CoRoT as well as the original Kepler mission,
will enable further improvements in the coverage of the Galactic
disc with solar-like oscillating red giants.
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Appendix A: PARAM sanity checks
A.1. Seismic vs. spectroscopic gravities

Figure 4 shows a comparison between seismic and (calibrated)
ASPCAP log g as a function of effective temperature. An immediate result is that while asteroseismology provides an accurate
benchmark for spectroscopic gravities, spectroscopy may serve
as an important cross-check for the determined asteroseismic parameters, especially for fainter stars. By requiring that the difference in log g not be too large, we are able to sort out potentially flawed seismic (or spectroscopic) parameters. For DR12,
the ASPCAP gravities were calibrated using seismic gravities
from Kepler (Holtzman et al. 2015). An analysis of APOKASC
stars with known evolutionary status demonstrated that for RGB
stars that have not yet entered the helium-burning phase, the offset between seismic and spectroscopic gravity is larger than for
red-clump (RC) stars. Hence, one would ideally use two different calibration relations for the RC and RGB stars. In the meantime, ASPCAP provides a log g calibration only for RGB stars,
while a calibration for RC stars is reported in a separate catalogue (Bovy et al. 2014). The temperature dependence of the
gravity offset also reflects the bias imposed by the adopted calibration relation: at lower temperatures (on the upper RGB), the
systematic discrepancy vanishes.
A.2. Scaling relations vs. grid-based results

The concordance between the results obtained with PARAM
and from the direct method has already been mentioned in
Rodrigues et al. (2014), who used PARAM to estimate masses,
radii, and gravities for the APOKASC sample. In the direct
method, the quantities mass, radius, and gravity are calculated
through seismic scaling relations (which involve seismic global
parameters, and T eff , but no information on metallicity or stellar
models).
Figure A.1 presents the comparison of the two methods
for our sample. The resulting mean differences and rms scatter are (5.3 ± 13.7)% in mass, (1.3 ± 5.1)% in radius, and
0.005 ± 0.012 dex [0.2 ± 0.5)%] in log g, comparable to what
was reported by Rodrigues et al. (2014) for APOKASC.
A.3. Comparison with extinction maps

Another check is provided by Figs. A.2 and A.3 which show
AV extinction maps for the sample stars in the two CoRoT fields,
and compare these results to the maps obtained using other
methods: The Rayleigh-Jeans colour excess (RJCE) method
(Majewski et al. 2011; Zasowski et al. 2013), the isochronematching method presented in Schultheis et al. (2014), and the
2D dust extinction maps derived from Pan-STARRS1 photometry (Schlafly et al. 2014). A quantitative comparison between our
results and these literature methods, together with empirical fitting formulae for each extinction scale, is presented in Fig. A.4.
In summary, we can say the following:
– The RJCE method (Majewski et al. 2011) relies on the fact
that the intrinsic NIR – mid-IR colours (e.g. H2MASS −
W2WISE ) of a star depend very little on the spectral type,
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and therefore the observed minus intrinsic colour provides
a measurement of the amount of dust in the sightline of an
observer. The comparison with the extinction values calculated using this recipe (which was used for APOGEE targeting; Zasowski et al. 2013) shows that – assuming a particular
extinction law (Nishiyama et al. 2009) – RJCE overpredicts
the amount of V-band extinction in both LRa01 and LRc01
by about 0.5 mag. Of course, as APOGEE operates in the
H band (AH /AV ≈ 1/6), this systematic difference is of minor importance for APOGEE targeting purposes. However,
our comparison shows that, when computing distances to
APOGEE field stars (e.g. Anders et al. 2014; Santiago et al.
2016), we should be cautious in using the targeting extinction values; in particular, distant low-latitude stars will be
assigned systematically greater distances.
– The isochrone-based method of Schultheis et al. (2014),
tailored to quantifying 3D extinction towards the Galactic bulge, yields slightly lower extinction values than our
method; there is only a minor zero-point offset of about
0.05 mag in the extinction scale with respect to PARAM
(middle panel of Fig. A.4). When this effect is calibrated out,
the rms scatter around the mean relation is about 0.2 mag in
both fields.
– Schlafly et al. (2014) used multi-band photometry starcounts from Pan-STARRS1 (Kaiser et al. 2010) to create a
2D E(B − V) reddening map, quantifying integrated interstellar extinction at heliocentric distances of 4.5 kpc. The
resolution at low Galactic latitudes is typically 70 and the
systematic uncertainty in E(B − V) around 0.03 mag. Our
results show that while the overall amount of extinction for
the bulk of the CoRoGEE sample is reproduced by the PanSTARRS maps, the relation between our extinction estimates
and those derived from Pan-STARRS is dominated by considerable scatter, especially in the LRc01 field. This result is
expected, as most of our stars lie within the 4.5 kpc boundary, some even closer than 1 kpc from the Sun.
– Not shown in Fig. A.4 is the comparison of our results with the classical 2D extinction SFD maps of
Schlegel, Finkbeiner, & Davis (1998), as for Galactic astronomy purposes, they are surpassed in accuracy by the maps of
Schlafly et al. (2014). It is worth mentioning, however, that
in the LRc01 field (only 7◦ off the Galactic plane) our method
agrees well with the SFD maps, also on a star-by-star level;
we find a very tight relation between AV,SFD and AV,PARAM in
this field, with an rms scatter of ∼0.15 mag. This suggests
that the extinction in this field is likely to be dominated by a
nearby foreground cloud (as also visible in the WISE image
of Fig. 1).
In the LRa01 field, however, the situation is not as
favourable: The SFD maps overpredict the extinction in
LRa01 by more than one magnitude on average, and the
correlation with the PARAM results is marginal. This finding agrees with previous studies close to Galactic plane
(e.g. Peek & Graves 2010; Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011), and
might be explained by significant additional amounts of dust
beyond the bulk of the CoRoGEE stars (e.g. the Galactic
warp).

F. Anders et al.: Galactic archaeology with CoRoT and APOGEE

Fig. A.1. Comparison of our PARAM results for mass (left panel), radius (middle), and surface gravity (right) with the results obtained using
seismic scaling relations. Compare also Fig. 4 of Rodrigues et al. (2014).

Fig. A.2. Comparison of our derived individual AV extinction values
for stars in the LRc01 field with extinction estimates derived by other
(mostly independent) methods.

Fig. A.3. Same as Fig. A.2, now for the LRa01 field.
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Fig. A.4. Comparison of our PARAM extinctions with the results obtained by the RJCE method (Zasowski et al. 2013; left panel), isochrone
matching (Schultheis et al. 2014; middle panel), and the Pan-STARRS1 dust maps of Schlafly et al. (2014). As before, stars in LRa01 are plotted
in blue, while LRc01 stars are plotted in red. The corresponding robust linear fits (using a Huber loss function; see e.g. Ivezić et al. 2013) are
shown as solid lines, with the fit coefficients indicated in each panel.
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Appendix B: Released data
In Table B.1, we shortly summarise the contents of this first set
of CoRoGEE data that is released through the CDS Vizier Catalogue Service19 .
The present CoRoT-APOGEE dataset contains a large
amount of information (206 columns) on the 606 successfully
observed stars. In addition to the measurements derived directly from APOGEE and CoRoT observations, we include photometry from OBSCAT, APASS, SDSS, 2MASS, and WISE,
information from the EXODAT archive, stellar parameters, distances and extinctions from PARAM and/or seismic scaling
relations, cross-matches to the APOGEE DR12 RC catalogue
(Bovy et al. 2014), the UCAC-4 catalogue (Zacharias et al.
2013), and additional information on the kinematics of the stars.

19

vizier.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/VizieR
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Table B.1. Description and explanation of the contents of the CoRoT-APOGEE catalogue.

No. Column
$1 CoRoT_ID
$2 APOGEE_ID
$3 RA
$4 Dec
$5 GLON
$6 GLAT
$7 FIELD
$8 run_id
$9 Seismic_results

Data type Shape Unit
Integer
String
Double
deg
Double
deg
Double
deg
Double
deg
String
String
String

$10 numax
$11 e_numax
$12 Dnu
$13 e_Dnu
$14 evstat
$15 ASPCAP_ID
$16 FILE
$17 TELESCOPE

Float
Float
Float
Float
String
String
String
String

$18 LOCATION_ID
$19 TARGFLAGS
$20 NVISITS
$21 SNR
$22 STARFLAGS
$23 VHELIO_AVG

Short
String
Integer
Float
String
Float

$24 VSCATTER
$25 VERR_MED
$26 PARAM

Float
Float
float[]

$27 FPARAM
$28 PARAM_COV

float[]
float[]

$29 FPARAM_COV
float[]
$30 TEFF
Double
$31 TEFF_ERR
Double
$32 LOGG
Float
$33 LOGG_ERR
Float
$34 PARAM_M_H
Float
$35 MH_Anders
Float
$36 PARAM_M_H_ERR
Float
$37 PARAM_ALPHA_M
Float
$38 PARAM_ALPHA_M_ERR Float
$39 ASPCAP_CHI2
Float
$40 ASPCAPFLAGS
String
$41 AL_H
Float
$42 CA_H
Float
$43 C_H
Float
$44 FE_H
Float
$45 K_H
Float
$46 MG_H
Float
$47 MN_H
Float
$48 NA_H
Float
$49 NI_H
Float
$50 N_H
Float
$51 O_H
Float
$52 SI_H
Float

Description
CoRoT Star Identifier − 10 digits number
APOGEE Identifier
Right Ascension (J2000.0, from 2MASS)
Declination (J2000.0, from 2MASS)
Galactic Longitude
Galactic Latitude
APOGEE Field
Identifier of the CoRoT mission run - format AAIIA
Fitting method used to fit the frequency power spectrum
(automatic or supervised)
muHz Frequency of maximum oscillation power
muHz Uncertainty of the frequency of maximum oscillation power
muHz Large frequency separation
muHz Uncertainty of the large frequency separation
Evolutionary stage (RGB: red-giant branch, or RC: red clump)
Unique ASPCAP identifier
File name of visit-combined APOGEE spectrum
String representation of of telescope used for observation
(currently APO 1 m or 2.5 m)
APOGEE Field Location ID
APOGEE Target flags20
Number of visits into combined spectrum
median S/N per pixel in combined spectrum
APOGEE Star flags21
APOGEE average radial velocity, weighted by S/N, using RVs
determined from cross-correlation of ind. spectra with template spectrum
Scatter of individual visit RVs around average
Median of individual visit RV errors
7
Empirically calibrated parameter array, using ASPCAP stellar parameters
fit + calibrations, in the order: T eff , log g, vmicro , [M/H], [C/M], [N/M], [α/M]
7
Uncalibrated output parameter array from ASPCAP stellar parameters fit
49
Covariance of calibrated parameters, but with only diagonal elements
from external uncertainty estimation
49
Covariance of fitted parameters from ASPCAP
K
APOGEE T eff from ASPCAP analysis of combined spectrum
K
APOGEE T eff uncertainty
[dex] APOGEE log g from ASPCAP analysis of combined spectrum
dex APOGEE log g uncertainty
[dex] APOGEE [M/H] from ASPCAP analysis of combined spectrum
[dex] APOGEE [M/H] calibrated as in this paper and Santiago et al. (2016)
dex APOGEE [M/H] uncertainty
[dex] APOGEE [α/M] from ASPCAP analysis of combined spectrum
dex APOGEE [α/M] uncertainty
Reduced χ2 of ASPCAP Fit
Flags for ASPCAP analysis
dex [Al/H] from ASPCAP analysis of combined spectrum
dex [Ca/H] from ASPCAP analysis of combined spectrum
dex [C/H] from ASPCAP analysis of combined spectrum
dex [Fe/H] from ASPCAP analysis of combined spectrum
dex [K/H] from ASPCAP analysis of combined spectrum
dex [Mg/H] from ASPCAP analysis of combined spectrum
dex [Mn/H] from ASPCAP analysis of combined spectrum
dex [Na/H] from ASPCAP analysis of combined spectrum
dex [Ni/H] from ASPCAP analysis of combined spectrum
dex [N/H] from ASPCAP analysis of combined spectrum
dex [O/H] from ASPCAP analysis of combined spectrum
dex [Si/H] from ASPCAP analysis of combined spectrum

Notes. (20) https://www.sdss.org/dr12/algorithms/bitmasks/#APOGEE_TARGET2 . (21) https://www.sdss.org/dr12/algorithms/
bitmasks/#APOGEE_STARFLAG
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Table B.1. continued.

No. Column
Data type Shape Unit Description
$53 S_H
Float
dex [S/H] from ASPCAP analysis of combined spectrum
$54 TI_H
Float
dex [Ti/H] from ASPCAP analysis of combined spectrum
$55 V_H
Float
dex [V/H] from ASPCAP analysis of combined spectrum
$56 AL_H_ERR
Float
dex [Al/H] uncertainty from ASPCAP analysis of combined spectrum
$57 CA_H_ERR
Float
dex [Ca/H] uncertainty from ASPCAP analysis of combined spectrum
$58 C_H_ERR
Float
dex [C/H] uncertainty from ASPCAP analysis of combined spectrum
$59 FE_H_ERR
Float
dex [Fe/H] uncertainty from ASPCAP analysis of combined spectrum
$60 K_H_ERR
Float
dex [K/H] uncertainty from ASPCAP analysis of combined spectrum
$61 MG_H_ERR
Float
dex [Mg/H] uncertainty from ASPCAP analysis of combined spectrum
$62 MN_H_ERR
Float
dex [Mn/H] uncertainty from ASPCAP analysis of combined spectrum
$63 NA_H_ERR
Float
dex [Na/H] uncertainty from ASPCAP analysis of combined spectrum
$64 NI_H_ERR
Float
dex [Ni/H] uncertainty from ASPCAP analysis of combined spectrum
$65 N_H_ERR
Float
dex [N/H] uncertainty from ASPCAP analysis of combined spectrum
$66 O_H_ERR
Float
dex [O/H] uncertainty from ASPCAP analysis of combined spectrum
$67 SI_H_ERR
Float
dex [Si/H] uncertainty from ASPCAP analysis of combined spectrum
$68 S_H_ERR
Float
dex [S/H] uncertainty from ASPCAP analysis of combined spectrum
$69 TI_H_ERR
Float
dex [Ti/H] uncertainty from ASPCAP analysis of combined spectrum
$70 V_H_ERR
Float
dex [V/H] uncertainty from ASPCAP analysis of combined spectrum
$71 AL_H_FLAG
Integer
[Al/H] Flag
$72 CA_H_FLAG
Integer
[Ca/H] Flag
$73 C_H_FLAG
Integer
[C/H] Flag
$74 FE_H_FLAG
Integer
[Fe/H] Flag
$75 K_H_FLAG
Integer
[K/H] Flag
$76 MG_H_FLAG
Integer
[Mg/H] Flag
$77 MN_H_FLAG
Integer
[Mn/H] Flag
$78 NA_H_FLAG
Integer
[Na/H] Flag
$79 NI_H_FLAG
Integer
[Ni/H] Flag
$80 N_H_FLAG
Integer
[N/H] Flag
$81 O_H_FLAG
Integer
[O/H] Flag
$82 SI_H_FLAG
Integer
[Si/H] Flag
$83 S_H_FLAG
Integer
[S/H] Flag
$84 TI_H_FLAG
Integer
[Ti/H] Flag
$85 V_H_FLAG
Integer
[V/H] Flag
$86 AK_TARG
Float
mag Ks -band extinction from APOGEE Targeting (Zasowski et al. 2013)
$87 AK_TARG_METHOD String
Extinction method used for APOGEE Targeting (Zasowski et al. 2013)
$88 SFD_EBV
Float
mag SFD E(B − V) extinction (Schlegel et al. 1998)
$89 RC_dist_kpc
Double
kpc APOGEE Red Clump distance (Bovy et al. 2014)
$90 VISITS
String
List of APOGEE visits going into combined spectrum
$91 VISIT_PK
int[]
50
Index of MJDs of APOGEE visits used in combined spectrum
$92 mag_b
Float
mag OBSCAT Filter B magnitude
$93 mag_b_err
Float
mag OBSCAT Filter B magnitude error
$94 mag_v
Float
mag OBSCAT Filter V magnitude
$95 mag_v_err
Float
mag OBSCAT Filter V magnitude error
$96 mag_r
Float
mag OBSCAT Filter R magnitude
$97 mag_r_err
Float
mag OBSCAT Filter R magnitude error
$98 mag_i
Float
mag OBSCAT Filter I magnitude
$99 mag_i_err
Float
mag OBSCAT Filter I magnitude error
$100 AllWISE
String
AllWISE ID
$101 Jmag
Float
mag 2MASS J magnitude
$102 e_Jmag
Float
mag Mean error on J magnitude
$103 Hmag
Float
mag 2MASS H magnitude
$104 e_Hmag
Float
mag Mean error on H magnitude
$105 Kmag
Float
mag 2MASS Ks magnitude
$106 e_Kmag
Float
mag Mean error on Ks magnitude
$107 W1mag
Float
mag WISE W1 magnitude
$108 e_W1mag
Float
mag Mean error on W1 magnitude
$109 W2mag
Float
mag WISE W2 magnitude
$110 e_W2mag
Float
mag Mean error on W2 magnitude
$111 W3mag
Float
mag WISE W3 magnitude
$112 e_W3mag
Float
mag Mean error on W3 magnitude
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No. Column
Data type Shape Unit Description
$113 W4mag
Float
mag WISE W4 magnitude
$114 e_W4mag
Float
mag Mean error on W4 magnitude
$115 magB
Float
mag B magnitude from APASS
$116 sigmagB
Float
mag Error in B magnitude from APASS
$117 magV
Float
mag V magnitude from APASS
$118 sigmagV
Float
mag Error in V magnitude from APASS
$119 magg
Float
mag g magnitude from APASS
$120 sigmagg
Float
mag Error in g magnitude from APASS
$121 magr
Float
mag r magnitude from APASS
$122 sigmagr
Float
mag Error in r magnitude from APASS
$123 magi
Float
mag i magnitude from APASS
$124 sigmagi
Float
mag Error in i magnitude from APASS
$125 RA_EXODAT
Double
deg Rigth Ascension - J2000 decimal degrees
$126 DEC_EXODAT
Double
deg Declination - J2000 decimal degrees
$127 ccd_id
String
CoRoT CCD Id. either E1 or E2
$128 win_id
Integer
CoRoT Window Identifier on the CCD
$129 x
Double
X Target coordinate on the CoRoT CCD
$130 y
Double
Y Target coordinate on the CoRoT CCD
$131 spectral_type
String
EXODAT Spectral type of the star (from SED)
$132 luminosity_class
String
EXODAT Luminosity class - (I II III IV V) (from SED)
$133 color_temperature
Integer
K
EXODAT Color temperature estimation
$134 ppmxl_id
String
Record identifier in the catalog PPMXL
$135 usnob1_id
String
Record identifier in the catalog USNO-B1
$136 twomass_id
String
Record identifier in the catalog TWOMASS
$137 usnoa2_id
String
Record identifier in the catalog USNO-A2
$138 cmc14_id
String
Record identifier in the catalog CMC-14
$139 tycho2_id
Integer
Record identifier in the catalog TYCHO-2
$140 ucac2_id
Integer
Record identifier in the catalog UCAC-2
$141 UCAC4
String
UCAC4 recommended identifier (ZZZ-NNNNNN)
$142 pmRA
Double
mas/yr UCAC4 Proper motion in RA · cos(Dec)
$143 e_pmRA
Float
mas/yr Mean error on pmRA
$144 pmDE
Double
mas/yr UCAC4 Proper motion in Dec
$145 e_pmDE
Float
mas/yr Mean error on pmDE
$146 UCAC4_combinedflag Boolean
UCAC4 combined flag (as in Anders et al. 2014)
$147 mass_scale
Float
M
Stellar mass from seismic scaling relations
$148 logg_scale
Float
[dex] log g from seismic scaling relations
$149 radius_scale
Float
R
Stellar radius from seismic scaling relations
$150 age_mode
Float
Gyr PARAM Age (mode of the posterior PDF; Rodrigues et al. 2014)
$151 age_mode_68L
Float
Gyr PARAM Age Lower 68% Confidence Limit
$152 age_mode_68U
Float
Gyr PARAM Age Upper 68% Confidence Limit
$153 age_mode_95L
Float
Gyr PARAM Age Lower 95% Confidence Limit
$154 age_mode_95U
Float
Gyr PARAM Age Upper 95% Confidence Limit
$155 sigage_isochrones
Double
Gyr Systematic age uncertainty estimated from different isochrones
$156 sigage_eta
Double
Gyr Systematic age uncertainty related to mass loss
$157 sigage_tot
Double
Gyr Total age uncertainty
(quadratic sum of statistical and systematic age uncertainties)
$158 mass_mode
Float
M
PARAM Mass (mode of the posterior PDF; Rodrigues et al. 2014)
$159 mass_mode_68L
Float
M
PARAM Mass Lower 68% Confidence Limit
$160 mass_mode_68U
Float
M
PARAM Mass Upper 68% Confidence Limit
$161 mass_mode_95L
Float
M
PARAM Mass Lower 95% Confidence Limit
$162 mass_mode_95U
Float
M
PARAM Mass Upper 95% Confidence Limit
$163 radius_mode
Float
R
PARAM Radius (mode of the posterior PDF; Rodrigues et al. 2014)
$164 radius_mode_68L
Float
R
PARAM Radius Lower 68% Confidence Limit
$165 radius_mode_68U
Float
R
PARAM Radius Upper 68% Confidence Limit
$166 radius_mode_95L
Float
R
PARAM Radius Lower 95% Confidence Limit
$167 radius_mode_95U
Float
R
PARAM Radius Upper 95% Confidence Limit
$168 logg_mode
Float
[dex] PARAM log g (mode of the posterior PDF; Rodrigues et al. 2014)
$169 logg_mode_68L
Float
[dex] PARAM log g Lower 68% Confidence Limit
$170 logg_mode_68U
Float
[dex] PARAM log g Upper 68% Confidence Limit
$171 logg_mode_95L
Float
[dex] PARAM log g Lower 95% Confidence Limit
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No. Column
Data type Shape Unit Description
$172 logg_mode_95U Float
[dex] PARAM log g Upper 95% Confidence Limit
$173 dist_mode
Float
pc
PARAM Distance (mode of the posterior PDF; Rodrigues et al. 2014)
$174 dist_mode_68L Float
pc
PARAM Distance Lower 68% Confidence Limit
$175 dist_mode_68U Float
pc
PARAM Distance Upper 68% Confidence Limit
$176 dist_mode_95L Float
pc
PARAM Distance Lower 95% Confidence Limit
$177 dist_mode_95U Float
pc
PARAM Distance Upper 95% Confidence Limit
$178 Av_mode
Float
mag PARAM V-band extinction (mode of the posterior PDF; Rodrigues et al. 2014)
$179 Av_mode_68L Float
mag PARAM V-band extinction Lower 68% Confidence Limit
$180 Av_mode_68U Float
mag PARAM V-band extinction Upper 68% Confidence Limit
$181 Av_mode_95L Float
mag PARAM V-band extinction Lower 95% Confidence Limit
$182 Av_mode_95U Float
mag PARAM V-band extinction Upper 95% Confidence Limit
$183 nfil
Short
Number of photometric filters used by PARAM
$184 fils
String
Which photometric filters have been used by PARAM
$185 Xg
Float
kpc X coordinate in Galactocentric Cartesian coordinates
$186 Xg_sig
Float
kpc X coordinate uncertainty
$187 Yg
Float
kpc Y coordinate in Galactocentric Cartesian coordinates
$188 Yg_sig
Float
kpc Y coordinate uncertainty
$189 Zg
Float
kpc Z coordinate in Galactocentric Cartesian coordinates
$190 Zg_sig
Float
kpc Z coordinate uncertainty
$191 Rg
Float
kpc R coordinate in Galactocentric Cylindrical coordinates
$192 Rg_sig
Float
kpc R coordinate uncertainty
$193 vT
Float
km s−1 Transverse velocity
$194 vT_sig
Float
km s−1 Transverse velocity uncertainty
$195 vXg
Float
km s−1 X-axis space velocity
$196 vXg_sig
Float
km s−1 X-axis space velocity uncertainty
$197 vYg
Float
km s−1 Y-axis space velocity
$198 vYg_sig
Float
km s−1 Y-axis space velocity uncertainty
$199 vZg
Float
km s−1 Z-axis space velocity
$200 vZg_sig
Float
km s−1 Z-axis space velocity uncertainty
$201 vRg
Float
km s−1 Galactocentric radial velocity
$202 vRg_sig
Float
km s−1 Galactocentric radial velocity uncertainty
$203 vPhig
Float
km s−1 Azimuthal velocity
$204 vPhig_sig
Float
km s−1 Azimuthal velocity uncertainty
$205 Rguide
Float
kpc Guiding-centre radius
$206 Rguide_sig
Float
kpc Uncertainty on guiding-centre radius
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